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Summary 

 

Antoni Furdal (Wrocław) 

ON THE NATIONAL IDENTITY OF SLAVIC PEOPLE 
 
The national identity of Slavic people is founded on their language. Within over a thousand years 
the Slavs have abandoned their ancient religion, changed their customs, established and lost 
sovereign states. It is only in language and, connected with it, sign systems that Slavic scholars may 
see the continuation of Slavic identity from pre-Slavic times to these days. Changes within language 
— natural to the process of language evolution — allow us to talk about the identity of Slavic 
people that has lasted since the tenth century until today. 
 

Petr Chr. Ilievski (Skopje, Macedonia) 

EXPANSION OF THE GREEK SUFFI X -issa AND THE SLAVONIC -ica 
 
The Greek feminizing suffix -issa developed at the end of the classical period, became frequent 
in the Hellenistic and Byzantine times, and has been productive up to the present day. C.D. Buck 
found that its origin is unknown. As his conclusion was shared by some leading classical scholars, 
my aim in this paper is firstly to reexamine the development of the Greek suffix and to follow 
its extension not only to the Greek dialects, but also to the European languages with the exception 
of the Slavonic ones. A special attention is paid to the question why it was not accepted by the 
Slavonic languages. 
 

Czesław Łapicz (Toruń) 

KITAB STUDIES AND THE HISTORY OF POLISH AND BELARUSSIAN LANGUAGES 
 
The purpose of this article is to acquaint the reader with the methods and research tasks 
of a recently developing subdiscipline of language studies known as Kitab studies. The aim of Kitab 
studies is to research the manuscripts of the Tartars (Muslims) of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, 
some of which are translations from Arabic and other languages used in the world of Islam, such 
as Turkish or Persian, whereas others are adaptations of Old Polish Christian texts in the spirit 
of Islamic exegesis. The first manuscripts were written in mid-16th century and are unique in that 
the (Old) Polish and (Old) Belarussian languages were written in a specially adapted Arabic 
alphabet. Although the 16th century original texts have not survived until today, many and various 
copies have been preserved, and today they constitute a valuable basis for Kitab studies. The most 
valuable manuscripts include the copies of the first translation of The Quran into Polish 
(and Belarussian) which dates back as far as the 16th century. This translation is known 
as a Muslim Tafsir. 



Witold Ma ńczak (Kraków) 

ORIGIN OF OLD CHURCH SLAVIC JAZ / AZ ‘I’ 
 

There is a rule according to which in Baltic and Slavic languages, the Proto-Indo-European 
sequence of short vowel plus voiced stop was reflected by lengthened vowel + voiced stop, while 
short vowel plus aspirate developed into short vowel plus voiced stop. Opinions on this rule are 

divided, but if it were correct, it could explain the lengthening which occurred *eǵom > *ēǵom 

>OSC jazъ / azъ. 

 

Włodzimierz Pianka (Warszawa) 

SYSTEMIC PHONOLOGICAL CHANGES IN THE PROTO-SLAVIC LANGUAGE  
AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF NASAL VOWELS AND JAT’ 

 

In Slavic linguistics, it was commonly accepted from the beginning of the 19th century that the oral 
articulation of Old Church Slavonic nasal vowels didn’t differ from the articulation of the oral 
vowels o and e. This opinion was probably based on the fact that the only language that had 
retained nasal vowels — the Polish language — had this kind of articulation. It was believed that 
the Old Church Slavonic language didn’t differ much from the Proto-Slavic language, and this 
articulation was accepted for the reconstruction of the phonology of that language. The vowel jat’ 
(ě) was treated as an open e, which in some languages and dialects has developed in certain 
environments into a (Polish and Bulgarian), in other cases into e (this change operated also as an 
environmentally unconditioned one in Serbian, Macedonian, Russian and Belarusian), but also into 
i (in the Ukrainian language and Croatian dialects), into the diphthong ie / je (in Croatian), or has 
remained a distinct close phoneme (<ě> in Sorbian languages). The back nasal vowel has in most 
of the languages changed into u, but in some of them into o (Slovenian), into ǎ <ъ> (Bulgarian) 
and further into a (Macedonian). The front nasal vowel changed into e (in the remaining South 
Slavic languages) or into a (East Slavic languages, Upper Sorbian and initially Czech and Slovak), 
whereas in Lower Sorbian it merged with the jat’ reflexes. In literary Polish, (after long and short 
nasal vowels had merged) since the 16th century, we have reflexes articulated as e (<ę>) and 
o (<ą>). The views concerning the articulation of nasal vowels and jat’ begun to change under the 
influence of G.Y. Shevelov’s works (1964), which — based on previous borrowings of Slavic 
words into non-Slavic languages and vice-versa — marked a significant turning point in views 
on the phonology of the Late Proto-Slavic period. The dialectal materials (taken mainly form works 
published in connection to the Slavic Linguistic Atlas — OLA) presented in this paper enable 
a preliminary revision of the views concerning the realisation of Early Proto-Slavic nasal vowels 
and diphthongs, from which jat’ derived. In nearly the entire South Slavic area, a figures among 
the reflexes of the front nasal vowel and of jat’, which points to the common development of Proto-
Slavic front diphthongs (containing i and nasal vowels), and therefore to an open articulation of the 
initial jat’. Therefore the so called jat’ umlaut (in Bulgarian or Polish) is not an umlaut, but the 
original pronunciation before non-palatal consonants. The parallel development of back diphthongs 
(containing u as well as and nasal vowels) is even more visible: in case of diphthongs containing u, 
on the entire area, and where the nasal diphthongs are concerned, covering the great majority 
of Slavic dialects and languages.  



Hanna Popowska-Taborska (Warszawa) 
 

THE KASHUBIAN WORLD OF PRE-CHRISTIAN DEMONS  
UNDER THE INFL UENCE OF THE CHURCH 

 
Being the most remote region of the former north-west Slav lands, Kashubia constantly draws 
the attention of scholars interested in the early history of Slavic people because a great number 
of archaisms can be traced in the language, beliefs and customs of its inhabitants. In this relatively 
small area of the originally tight Slavic settlement, which for several centuries resisted 
Germanization from the West, one can find, among other things, important source material 
concerning the magic and demonology of the old days (c.f. the bibliography attached to this article). 
The author discusses the Kashubian lexical items that show the evidence of the influence of the 
Church on the original beliefs in the pre-Christian world of demons: the former names of tutelary 
spirits of ancestors reduced to the names of devils and the names of demons derived from Christian 
names. 
 

Irena Sawicka (Toruń) 

TYPOLOGIA SANDHI W JĘZYKACH SŁOWIAŃSKICH 
 

(A TYPOLOGY OF THE SLAVIC SANDHI) 

W artykule zwrócono uwagę na szereg zagadnień dotyczących udźwięcznień 
i ubezdźwięcznień wygłosowych obstruentów, które mogą stać się podstawą klasyfikacji tego 
problemu w językach słowiańskich. Jako kryteria podziału zaproponowano: 

 

- kryterium ilościowe (zakres kontekstowy sandhi); 
- kryterium jakościowe (róŜnice w realizacji sandhi w tych samych kontekstach fonetycznych); 
- obligatoryjność zjawiska vs. opcjonalność, co ma związek z róŜnicą płaszczyzny regulującej 

sandhi, a więc: 
- reguły morfonologiczne vs. powierzchniowe procesy fonetyczne, oraz: 
- róŜnice w traktowaniu wewnątrzwyrazowych junktur (niektórych granic morfologicznych 

wewnątrz jednostek akcentowych) i: 
- róŜnice wynikające z róŜnego (obecnie lub tylko w przeszłości) charakteru fonetycznego /v/: 

sonantycznego lub obstruentalnego.  
 

W najogólniejszych zarysach w językach słowiańskich wyróŜniamy zwarty obszar z regularnym 
sandhi, gdzie reguły sandhi nie naleŜą do zjawisk powierzchniowych, o czym, między innymi, 
świadczy fakt występowania dwu rodzajów realizacji tych reguł w tych samych warunkach 
fonetycznych, oraz obszar bez sandhi lub z ograniczonym zakresem sandhi, gdzie spotykamy się 
z wraŜliwością realizacji na zmieniające się warunki fonetyczne. 
 

Ewa Siatkowska (Warszawa) 

NAMES OF ANGELS AND DEVILS IN POLISH SACRAL LANGUAGEIN  
THE COMMON SLAVONIC AND EXTRASLAVONIC CONTEXTS 

 

After the Slavonic peoples were baptised, the former sacral terminology had to be confronted with 
a new one. Before the Christian era supernatural beings were believed to exist: those were demons, 
not classified as either good or evil (the only distinguished group being protective spirits). Having 
performed specific rituals, one could force demons to act in their favour. None of the pre-Christian 



names of supernatural beings has been transferred to those of Christian good spirits (angels). 
However, some of the names of demons became names of evil spirits (devils). Bies, a ghost initially 
believed to cause insanity, which is indicated by the semantics of the word’s root in the languages 
Old Church Slavonic and Russian, has gained the meaning ‘szatan’ in the process of translation 
of the Bible. Czart was a mighty and cruel demon, as in Greek kratys, Goth hartus (other 
etymologies being less convincing). The meaning ‘Christ’s mighty enemy’ emerged among 
the Slavic peoples in the Christian era. Other names of angels and devils originate from the Bible. 
A name which can be found in the Greek translation, aggelos (the equivalent of the Hebrew malak 
‘messenger’) was later narrowed to the meaning ‘messenger of God’ and became common in the 
whole Christian world. Specifi c names cherubin and serafi n originate from Greek as well. A few 
archangels are distinguished by proper names: Gabriel, Michał, Rafael. The name szatan 
corresponds with the Hebrew and Aramaic śatan, satana ‘slanderer’. In Greek texts it was 
accompanied by the name diabolos ‘accuser’. Associating the name diabeł with proto Indo-
European *deivos ‘God’, whose Iranic continuant, after the introduction of God’s new name from 
the root *bhag-, became the name of an ‘old god’, i.e. the ‘wrong god’ (close to the meaning 
of ‘szatan’), due to chronology and scope of usage cannot confront criticism.  

 

Janusz Siatkowski (Warszawa) 

SLAVONIC NAMES OF ‘HAIR’ AS IN DIALECTIC MATERIAL  
AND HISTORICAL SOURCES 

 

The names of ‘hair’ from Slavic territories presented herein show a general development tendency, 
which is removing former multiple synonymic names and establishing one basic name, on certain 
territories. It can be seen mainly on the example of the root *volsъ becoming widely recognized 
at the cost of another common Slavonic root *kosa. A certain influence on  the decline of the root 
*kosa could have been exerted by the tendency to avoid homonymy with the word *kosa ‘tool for 
mowing’ (scythe). On eastern Slavic territories, as well as in Slovenia, in spite of the emergence 
of a similar tendency, an invariably frequent occurrence of opponent names and forms can 
be observed. A particular degree of complication can be seen in various plural forms and former 
collective formations occurring in opposition to the name *volsъ and performing the same function.  
 

Alenka Šivic-Dular (Ljubljana, Słowenia) 

THE AREAL DISTRIBUTION OF NOUNS IN -ЬJE IN SOUTH SLAVIC MICRODIALECTS 
(WITH SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF THE WORD-FI NAL VOWEL LENGTHENING) 

In western South Slavic (southern and eastern Slovenian, Croatian) sub- and microdialects an accent 
type which originated through lexical and accentual derivation of nouns ending in the suffix -ьje 

is exhibited by a characteristic paradigm with a long word-final vowel: N sg. -jē, G sg. -jā, etc. 
The corpus of such nouns (e.g. Sln. dial. smetjé -á, Cro.Čak./ Hvar smeć  

-ô < *sъmetьjG), collected from dictionaries and scholarly literature, is manifestly dialectal and 

clearly dwindling in favor of the paradigms with short-stressed ending (Sln. žganj -�) or with 
leftward accent shift and new acute tone (Cro. Čak. lĩšće, zje/zlje; Štok. l
šće, z�lje, smće; 
Sln. lístje, zlje < *lístьje, zèlьje, *sъmètьje), or with the general Štokavian retraction of accent 



alone (e.g. raspéće, bránje, vesélje < *-pZtьjè, *branьjè, *veselьjè). The South Slavic microdialects 

in question display a more or less evident tendency to morphologize the desinental stress even in the 
nouns that used to belong to the accentual paradigms A, D and E (e.g. Cro. Čak./Novi kamení, 
Sln./Prekmurje obiljé). Considering that the word-final vowel length in the South Slavic 
microdialects cannot be satisfactorily explained by intrinsic South Slavic rules of lengthening, 
it seems plausible that this phonetic-accentual type is an archaism whose origin dates back to the 
period when the schwas were weakening. If so, then this type can be connected with its systemic 
congeners in West Slavic (Czech, Slovak, Polish, Pomeranian). In the West Slavic languages, 
this paradigmatic type has been treated within the framework of late Proto-Slavic metatony 
and contraction; in the South Slavic languages, however, primarily within the framework 
of metatony, owing to the obvious preservation of j. As both of these phenomena are essentially tied 
to the weakening of the Proto-Slavic schwas, it seems in a purely theoretical scenario quite possible 
that owing to the different directions in the development of the softness correlation and prosodic 
devices, the inclusion of the examined nouns into the particular late Proto-Slavic phonological 
systems depended also the formal differences between the concrete occurrences in the two 
macrodialects. 

 

Jadwiga Waniakowa (Kraków) 

DIALECTAL DIFFERENTIATION WITHIN SLAVIC LANGUAGES 
ON THE BASIS OF WORDS DENOTING ‘MOUTH’ AND ‘LIPS’ 

 
The core of this article comprises material from The Slavic Linguistic Atlas which will serve 
to create two separate maps for the 9th volume of the lexicalword-formation series of the Atlas 
entitled Man. The material was gathered according to the Atlas questionnaire and it covers 
the terms: L 1384 ‘рот’ (mouth) and L 1388 ‘губы’ /N pl/ (lips). The data bears etymological 
relation close enough to be presented in its entirety, with lexical units of the same origin grouped. 
The maps of the Atlas allow for a more precise definition of the domains of many linguistic 
phenomena. Lexemes covering the notions of ‘mouth’ and ‘lips’ belong to basic vocabulary. Hence, 
conclusions drawn from etymological and geographical analysis of their differentiation allow — 
only to a certain degree and in a limited range — to define mutual linguistic relations. 

 

Halina Wątróbska, Ewa Ziewiec (Gdańsk) 

THE FREISING MANUSCRIPTS AND THE EARLY HISTORY OF SLAVONIC LANGUAGES 
 

The article presents information on the heretofore and current research on the Freising Manuscripts 
and suggests adopting a single Polish version of their name (the authors see the need to do so and 
propose that the phrase ‘Zabytki fryzyńskie’ be used consequently). Moreover, the article contains 
the translation of the Manuscripts into the Polish language in its version prepared by the authors 
of the article, confronted with the translation by Leszek Moszyński. 


